
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of customer category
manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for customer category manager

A key measure of success is the development of long term category
partnerships with retailer leveraging deep consumer, category, and customer
understanding, while gaining cooperation with all relevant stakeholders and
the sales team
Develop category presentations that support Sales efforts to maintain and
acquire new customers using Syndicated Data (Nielsen)
Provide category management insights and actionable recommendations that
drive category growth for the customer
The Customer Category Manager is a key partner and supporter to the sales
team, focused on the successful planning and execution of MAPS
(merchandising, assortment, pricing and shelving) across customers with a
strong ability to inspire and to driving revenue and profit for the business,
while helping achieve our goal of becoming the Customer's most valued and
relevant private brand supplier
Develop monthly reviews of specific category and customer performance to
senior leadership and sales team on a quarterly basis
Manage the customer category review process
Align with Nut Butter and Fruit & Nut category team to close joint
opportunities for key customer growth
Provide training to sales team on category performance and trends
Serve as a back-up to the Nut Butter and Fruit & Nut Category Manager for

Example of Customer Category Manager Job
Description
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Support the development and ownership of growth success models for the
franchises, sourcing and leveraging supporting evidence from relevant
markets behind key drivers recommendations

Qualifications for customer category manager

Ability to effectively lead in a matrix organization
A minimum of 5 years experience in a customer facing, field-based role
Siebel & BW user
Bachelor's Degree is Required (Accounting/Finance, Marketing, Business
Admin, Computer Science, Logistics, or Liberal Arts)
Minimum of 5 years sales experience with an excellent understanding of
business processes, systems, operational forecasting experience and
analyzing consumer trends
2-3 years of customer facing experience or internal Supply Chain relevant
experience with strong analytical background


